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what you will find here is actually the most important and legitimate library of copyrighted material in the world. the site is owned by the world association of world heritage organization, whose mission is to promote the protection and preservation of the cultural heritage of the world and develop public awareness about cultural and natural heritage worldwide. this site
contains the videos of video presentations produced by this organization. besides, all the educational information contained in this site, such as the procedures for submitting materials for registration to the world heritage convention, the criteria for selection, the definitions of unesco-listed and recommended heritage, the conservation of the heritage, the archive of all
the heritage item, and many other useful information. culture of first afrika and all world population the americas africa the south and asia was left to oceania. but also, africa was left to the italians, ancient romans, arabs and numerous other countries of the middle and far east, south america, australia and oceania, with little to say of the latter. a great source for the
preservation of the african tradition, whether it is classic, folkloric, spiritual, traditional, etc.. we have two options: first, through spiritual and religious practices. the african presence in the formation of spirituality and worship ceremonies, ritualistic music, magic, fight, traditions, courtship ceremonies. but also through the direct contact with the african people and what
is now more commonly represented by the installation of the african museum in san gimignano. the greater part of the population of the world is not aware of the existence of this museum. existing in the world since the sixteenth century, the museum is in storage in the large halls of the uffizi and vatican museums. it's worth visiting because it represents the living
spirit of the african people, in addition to being one of the most beautiful parts of italy.
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